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	Collective knowledge of the origins and pharmacology of pain are evolving rapidly, providing increased hope for better pain management and a far greater quality of life for patients worldwide. However, there are few works dedicated to guiding primary care practitioners and clinical researchers through the use of adjuvant analgesics. Part of the Oxford American Pain Library, Adjuvant Analgesics provides a detailed discussion of the various classes of these drugs including antidepressants and anticonvulsants, cannabinoids, topical analgesics, and local anesthetics. Chapters cover a basic introduction to adjuvant analgesics for pain control, appropriate clinical applications of the various drug classes in the management of common pain problems, and on drug-drug interactions between adjuvant analgesics and traditional analgesics. Important pain entities such as acute postoperative, cancer-related, neuropathic pain, and fibromyalgia are addressed, filling an important gap in today's medical literature.
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Microsoft Expression Design on DemandQue, 2008
SEE HOW TO:

• Create, open, and save Expression Design documents

• Navigate documents easily by zooming and scrolling

• Understand how to use the Expression Design interface controls

...
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Pay-Per-Click Search Engine Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2010

	The complete guide to a winning pay-per-click marketing campaign


	Pay-per-click advertising-the "sponsored results" on search engine results pages-is increasingly being used to drive traffic to websites. Marketing and advertising professionals looking for a hands-on, task-based guide to every stage of creating and managing...
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IBM Rational ClearCase 7.0: Master the Tools That Monitor, Analyze, and Manage Software ConfigurationsPackt Publishing, 2011

	My first encounter with software configuration management was way back in the eighties while at university – and way before I knew that it was called software configuration management. We were doing a student project and were five people working on this group project. I was coding away, slipping into experiments that eventually took the...
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Metal-Catalyzed Cross-Coupling Reactions (2 Volume Set)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
In this second, completely revised and enlarged edition, Francois Diederich is joined by Armin de Meijere in bringing together in two comprehensive volumes everything of importance related to C-C and C-N cross-coupling reactions.    

    The range of applications covered extends from the synthesis of complex natural materials via...
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Illustrator CS2 Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Over 300 productivity-enhancing secrets you need to know about  Illustrator CS. Fully illustrated, stand-alone tips reveal the hidden features  and productivity-enhancing tricks that allow you to accomplish more in less time  with Illustrator CS2. Easy-to-browse format lets you find and apply information  instantly and includes...
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The Water Wizard: The Extraordinary Properties of Natural WaterGateway, 1998
It was a Swedish engineer and anthroposophist, Olof Alexandersson, who wrote the first popular introduction to the radical ideas of Viktor Schauberger. I came across this attractive little book in 1979 and had it translated into English. Living Water is now in its eighth printing and has inspired many to go on to Callum Coats' in-depth study of...
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